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TAO manual
First of all, thanks for purchasing the TAO module...
I hope that it will provide you with many hours of modular pleasure.

i n t r o
The TAO (Theta or Transforming Additive Oscillator, depending on who 
you ask...  or just be philosophical and translate it as ‘THE WAY’) is, when 
used alone, an Additive Oscillator with 28 Harmonics. 
When used in combination with more TAOs however, you can think of 
them as Carrier/Modulator pairs like being used on the Yamaha DX7.  
But here, each so called ‘operator’ can actually be additive, whereas the 
DX7 operators were only sine-waves.

h a r m o n i c s
Use the #HARMS knob to set the number of available Harmonics in  
a sound. The number of active Harmonics is displayed on the digital  
display on the right. When you raise the value you get numbered  
Harmonic ‘slots’.

Those slots show up in the Harmonics Window and contain sliders that 
you can use, to set the level for that particular Harmonic. Harmonic 2 is 
the fundamental - the actual pitch from your keyboard. 
The darker colored sliders are Harmonics that are octaves apart...  
Lighter colored sliders are Harmonics set to other intervals..
A full list can be found at the end  of the manual.

The maximum number of Harmonics is 28. When you turn  
the knob, the window follows along.  
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Lowering the number of Harmonics switches the higher ones off.
The volume values are retained until you push the RESET button.

The buttons on both sides of the window control the scrolling of the  
sliders within it. The top buttons jump to the first or last active slider.
The lower buttons allow you to step left or right through the window.
It will never go further than the last active Harmonic, that can be set 
with the #HARMS knob. 

r a t i o
Using the RATIO knob actually only really starts to make sense when you 
are using at least 2 TAO’s as a Carrier/Modulator pair.
RATIO lets you change the base pitch that all Harmoncs are created from.
The chosen ratios are the same as used in Yamaha’s TX series.
A full list can be found at the end of the manual.

w a v e s
The wave knob lets you select the waveform for all Harmonics.
You can choose from SINE (default), TRIANGLE, SAWTOOTH or SQUARE.

The FIX switch stops the TAO from responding to the PITCH input

As already mentioned the RESET button puts all Harmonics sliders back 
to their default state (only 1st Harmonic ON at full level - all other Har-
monics at 0 level)
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e n v e l o p e  g e n e r a t o r
In the Envelope Generator section of the TAO, you’ll find the standard 
ADSR knobs for Attack, Decay, Sustain and Release.
To have more control over their setting, there are switches with LOW, 
MID or HI setting above the Attack, Decay and Release knobs. 
These give you ranges of:
LOW:  0.01 to 500 ms
MID: 250 to 2500 ms
HI: 2000 to 30000 ms 
The impact of the Envelope Generator on the output volume can be set 
with the ENV knob.

If the ON switch is off (white) the Envelope knobs have NO effect on the 
output level.

If the SNC buttons is switched ON the ranges of  Attack, Decay and Re-
lease are set as note-timings, like 1/4, 1/8 etc. 
 
To the right of the Envelope Generator section there are the GATE input 
that you need to trigger the Envelope, as well as a NOISE knob that you 
can use to mix extra (white) noise into the sound
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i n p u t s  /  m o d u l a t i o n
The light blue bar (as usual on RFM modules) holds the inputs.
From left to right those are:
PITCH input:  Normal keyboard/sequencer signal goes here.
   The COARSE knob underneath sets the basic pitch, use  
   rounded values for full octaves.
AM Input:  Put signal in here to control Volume - LFO for tremolo
   or Velocity for keystroke loudness.
FM input:  Use LFO signals to control vibrato - Audio rate signals  
   create FM (DX7 like) sound.
PM input:  Phase Modulation input - standard input for use of  
   TAO output when used in Carrier/Modulator pair.
RM input:  Used to modulate the ratio. When modulating, the 
   values from the RATIO LIST are used. Using that list,  
   modulation will run in steps instead of fluent. 

o u t p u t  b a r
The orange outputbar holds outputs for LEFT or MONO, and RIGHT 
signals. When using L and R outputs and multiple Harmonics are used, 
you can use the WIDTH knob to spread odd and even harmonics over the 
stereo image.
LEVEL adjusts the overall output level of the TAO.

I hope the manual can get you going with many hours of modulat(or)ing 
(and carrier-ing) pleasure... (ya I know - REALLY bad english...)
Have fun!!!!
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H A R M O N I C S  L I S T
Harmonics 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 and 28 are octaves apart. 
H2 = the fundamental - the standard pitch you send from your keyboard, 
so actually Harmonic 1 is a sub-octave, and from H3 and further it goes up..

OCTAVES:
H1 = -1;  H2=0;  H4=+1;  H8=+2;  H16=+3;  H28=+4.

INTERVALS:
H3=0 +fifth;  
H5=+1 +third;   H6=+1 +fifth;   H7=+1 +flat seventh;
H9=+2 +second;  H10=+2 + third;  H11=+2 + quarter;  
H12=+2 +fifth;  H13=+2 +flat sixth;  H14=+2 +flat seventh;  H15=+2 + seventh
H 17 to H27 all semitones between H16 and H28.

R A T I O  L I S T
The knob RATIO gives you the following choices:
 0.50  0.71  0.78  0.87  1.00 
 1.41  1.57  1.73  2.00  2.82 
 3.00  3.14  3.46  4.00  4.24 
 4.71  5.00  5.19  5.65  6.00 
 6.28  6.92  7.00  7.07  7.85 
 8.00  8.48  8.65  9.00  9.42 
 9.89  10.00  10.38  10.99  11.00 
 11.30  12.00  12.11  12.56  12.72 
 13.00  13.84  14.00  14.10  14.13 
 15.00  15.55  15.57  15.70  16.96 
 17.27  17.30  18.37  18.84  19.03 
 19.78  20.41  20.76  21.20  21.98 
 22.49  23.55  24.22  25.95
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If you would like to dive into DX7-like sound creation, here’s a chart of
it’s algorithms, and below a couple of layouts that I use to mimic this. 


